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Abstract
The paper analyses two concepts of art history textbooks for secondary schools. It
discusses their role in the learning and teaching process of art history and related school
subjects within the formal educational programmes in Slovenia and their didactic structure. The comparison between one Slovenian and two Polish textbooks might contribute
to better understanding of the present situation regarding art history textbook production
in Slovenia, which is a result of several factors: the historical continuity of textbook writing
and research in textbook didactics, the current school policy and Þnancial competition on
the textbook market. Its intention is also to clarify the idea of didactic transformation of the
art history contents from the challenging scientiÞc texts to a form suitable for secondary
school students who are textbooks’ main target audience.
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Introduction
The course of formal education is basically deÞned as a process dealing with
two parallel and inseparable activities: evolving one’s capabilities and at the same
time acquainting oneself with known facts and theoretical as well as practical
achievements of different disciplines. The transfer of knowledge, old as the mankind itself, can now occur through several media: language, images and practical
occupation but also with the help of different, traditional and modern information
carriers, such as paper, audio and video records. Their use and impact depend on
our senses, which are the primal receptors of outer reality. Still, we can claim that
in the last Þve hundred years, the written word has dominated as a fundamental and prevalent manner of preserving and transmitting human ideas (StrmĀnik,
1975, p. 257). In the era of the so called “Gutenberg galaxy” (cf. KovaĀ & KovaĀ
Šebart 2004, pp. 8–9)1, books have always represented a prevailing source of knowledge, the role they did not hand over to digital technology and new visual media.
1

For the inßuence of print media over the European culture in general see McLuhan (1962).
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From this perspective, textbooks have represented the most common learning
tool in the past few centuries and in the present, as they, for their use in everyday
school education routine, are able to reach the widest circle of readers. Therefore,
it does matter which information they include, how the information is presented,
and to what extent it is transmitted.
The paper discusses the position of art history textbooks for secondary schools
in Slovenia as a result of the past and present social situations. It also analyses, through its comparison with two Polish art history schoolbooks, the only Slovenian art
history textbook that is ofÞcially certiÞcated and currently in use. According to that
the aim is to outline the circumstances of writing and publishing art history textbooks to open some new perspectives for the further development of art history study
material in order to consolidate art history as a school subject. The objectives are to
Þnd similarities and differences on the question of the authorship, content, didactic
structure which includes content framework and the course of individual didactic
phases and the speciÞc circumstances on the two different textbook markets. Due
to author’s unfamiliarity with the Polish language, the comparison of the linguistic
difÞculty levels or styles will be left out of the discussion.

The textbook as the main teaching aid in the course
of formal education and its other roles
The appearance and development of books, designed particularly for the
course of school learning and teaching (Maliþ, 1992, p. 34), can be observed through the parallel evolution of didactic theories in general (cf. Poljak, 1983, p. 52) and
speciÞc scientiÞc Þelds that intersect in their common subset, the area of formal
education. At Þrst, the role of information bases as main sources of knowledge
for school lessons was given to books without any signiÞcant adaptations (Maliþ,
1992, p. 33), until the mid-20th century also often imbued with religious doctrine
(Johnsen, 1993, p. 13). Medieval manuscripts were gradually substituted by printed textbooks (Ciperle, & Vovko, 1987, p. 20, as cited in Okoliš, 2009, p. 22). With
the development of pedagogical sciences, we can also detect a formation of the
new, modern concept of a schoolbook, which was introduced in the middle of the
17th century by Jan Amos Komenský in Didactica Magna (Maliþ, 1992, p. 33). With
his Orbis Sensualium Pictus we received the Þrst illustrated textbook that inßuenced signiÞcantly subsequent concepts of schoolbooks (Johnsen, 1993, p. 35). They
became an indispensable tool for teaching and learning for all formal and partly
even informal educational programmes ever since.
From the didactic point of view, “textbooks are textual learning media, which
as a part of educational technology help to intensify the effectiveness of teaching
and self-directed learning” (KovaĀ, & KovaĀ Šebart, 2005, p. 20)2. Within the mass
of all written sources of knowledge, they are among the less demanding works
in terms of their content difÞculty level, as they tend to be written for a relatively
wide circle of the reading public of a speciÞc age. They function as direct transmit2

For other deÞnitions of textbook, see Skela (2008, pp. 2ï4).
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ters of scientiÞc discourses to a form which is appropriate for their users, regarding the science and level of learning. With a speciÞc process of their formation it
is more likely to avoid inappropriate simpliÞcation happening otherwise due to
the successive re-interpretation of original texts.
Due to their role as the main textual media in the educational process, textbooks should be in the centre of attention of researches from all scientiÞc disciplines
that have a permanent presence within the formal educational system. From the
perspective of academic and scientiÞc research, their constant and didactically
consistent use can be considered as an important mechanism to ensure preciseness as well as reliability of the information and relevant theories. Textbooks must
be composed according to the reader’s age, previous knowledge and experience
as well as the level of educational programme. More than this – textbooks simultaneously or intentionally create a representative image of the scientiÞc discipline
which is the Þrst and the basic one that young people come in contact with. Therefore, they are of crucial importance for cultivating a profound and intrinsically
motivated interest for a certain school subject. In other words, they can help to
nurture the curiosity for the particular scientiÞc Þeld or suffocate it completely.
At the same time they represent an exhaustive material for research regarding
history of teaching and learning (Skela, 2008, p. 2), answer questions regarding the
development of scientiÞc Þelds within school subjects (Johnsen, 1993, p. 48) and
their wider social status (cf. KovaĀ, & KovaĀ Šebart, 2003, p. 64; Pingel, 2010, p. 7).

The art-history textbooks in Slovenia
and their development
The history of textbook research – in its most general terms – can be traced back
to the end of the First World War (Pingel, 2010, p. 9; cf. Johnsen, 1993, p. 21) but
soon after the Second World War, the new audio-visual media started to develop
rapidly at the time, becoming the centre of attention (Pingel, 2010, p. 9; cf. Johnsen,
1993, p. 21). In the last few decades, the textbook is once again considered the central
teaching aid that links together all other more or less technologically advanced learning sources. This idea has given a fresh impetus to the recent research of schoolbooks produced according to the newest didactic knowledge, including international
comparative research and research into textbooks’ interdisciplinary aspects3.
Although there has been a long and rich discussion on the international stage,
there is a somewhat different picture of textbook research history in Slovenia,
which was formed as a result of political and historical circumstances. Between
1945 and 1991, Slovenia was a part of the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia.
3

“With these principles as a basis, international textbook revision has developed into a scientiÞc
discipline called textbook research. Its aim is to provide better insights into the interrelationships
that exist between the teaching of history, geography and civics and the prejudices and
misconceptions in pupils’ everyday experiences as conveyed by the general political culture, to
which mass media makes an increasing contribution. Thus, textbook research has developed into
an interdisciplinary activity, in which historians, geographers, social scientists and educationalists
participate in equal measure” (Pingel, 2010, p. 43).For a more detailed review of international
textbook research, see Johnsen (1993) and Pingel (2010, pp. 43–46).
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Therefore, almost the entire Þrst decade after the Second World War, until Slovenia’s severing of contacts with the Soviet Union, textbooks were simply translated
from the Russian language with few adaptations for the Slovenian editions (Maliþ,
1986, p. 44). After that, it took quite some time to Þnally diverge from the Soviet
pedagogy and to form an own educational system based on proper theoretical
grounds (Maliþ, 1986, pp. 44–46). Yet in the beginning of 1980s, Croatian educationalist Vladimir Poljak expressed regret about the lack of theoretical expertise and
actual didactical modiÞcation of textbooks in Yugoslavia4. The blind spot of the
pedagogy and didactics has not disappeared for at least two more decades, as in
2005 Miha KovaĀ and Mojca KovaĀ Šebart yet again claimed that in Slovenia textbooks still represent an unexplored Þeld, without any interest among the experts
to change this situation (KovaĀ, & KovaĀ Šebart, 2005, p. 11). Nevertheless, some
changes have been noticed most recently, presumably owing to appearance and
production of the e-textbook which caused the necessity to re-evaluate printed
school books and compare them with their digital versions5.
As art history as a school subject itself is poorly represented within the Slovenian formal educational programmes for primary and secondary schools and the
textbook market comprises a very moderate circle of the reading public, only a
few art history textbooks in Slovenian language came into existence6. Due to this
fact, neither are there any reviews or analyses of art history textbook material,
without which it is nearly impossible to issue relevant and helpful guidelines for
high-grade didactical forming of new textbooks. Then and now they represent an
existing necessity for the further consolidation of art history as a scientiÞc discipline and its development in the Slovenian environment.
Since in the recent decades visual and communication technology have increasingly entered into educational programmes at all levels and Þelds of study, also
the subjects related to art history can no longer be taught in the same conventional
way. The far greater accessibility of high-quality art work reproductions has expanded the possibilities of their use and thus altered not only the course of teaching and
learning but has also modiÞed pupils’ attitude towards the meaning of artworks and
the idea of art itself. At the same time, due to the rapid emergence of inter-media art
disciplines, textbook chapters on contemporary art practices and modern art have to
show artworks, the reproductions of which cannot be simply printed out on a piece
of paper but demand other forms of presentation. Traditional verbal descriptions
and explanations in textbooks can no longer suitably present these artworks. Owing
to the fact that preparing a new textbook material is a time-consuming process that
4

5

6

“It is a surprising Þnding that there are no scientiÞc studies regarding textbooks, nor texts about their
didactical modiÞcation. [...] Unfortunately we have to conclude that there has been little discussion
about didactical modiÞcation of textbooks in the post-war period” (Poljak, 1983, p. 13ï14).
For the latest contribution to textbook and e-textbook research, see Skela (2008) and Kreuh, N., KaĀ,
L., & MohorĀiĀ, G. (2011).
While examining the condition of art history and evaluating its position within the secondary
schools in Slovenia, in 1997 Nataša Golob pointed out the lack of textbook material (1997, p. 299).
Moreover, in a Slovenian edition of the publication Arts and Cultural Education at School in
Europe (Plevnik, T. (ed.), 2010, p. 57) the term textbook is only mentioned once and even in this
case merely incidentally. Hence it follows that textbooks as signiÞcant sources of knowledge and
guidance tools of the teaching process within the art history Þeld remained overlooked.
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can extend even to Þve years or more (Pingel, 2010, p. 36), the current situation of art
history textbook production in Slovenia is more than worrying.

Defining the circumstances of textbook production
in Slovenia and Poland
The comparison between one Slovenian and two Polish textbooks is far from
coincidental but is based on the fact that these countries pretty much share a similar political and social history background regarding the second half of the 20th
century. At the same time, they differ considerably in size of the textbook market
that is inßuenced by school policy and the number of potential readers, in our case
secondary school students.
Both Slovenia and Poland belong to those Central European post-communist
countries that had to pass a transition from one social system to another. Since the
textbook market is directly dependent on the formal educational system, which is
always a reßection of the government’s vision, those changes have left signiÞcant
traces on the production and distribution of schoolbooks.
In the former communist regime, the textbook market functioned according
to the principle of one textbook for each school subject. There was no competition among publishers as all school books were produced under the roof of stateowned publishing houses (KovaĀ, & KovaĀ Šebart, 2005, p. 79; cf. KovaĀ, & KovaĀ
Šebart, 2004, pp. 13ï14). After the transition to democratic capitalism, competition was most swiftly introduced in countries that were able to adapt the existing
publishing network to new circumstances by privatizing former public publishing
houses that had to confront the competition in the form of new private publishers
(KovaĀ, & KovaĀ Šebart, 2005, p. 80). According to Miha KovaĀ and Mojca KovaĀ
Šebart, this group includes all countries that joined the European Union in 2004
(KovaĀ, & KovaĀ Šebart, 2005, p. 80), among them also Slovenia and Poland. At
the turn of the millennia, the publishing of textbooks has been taken over by private publishing houses in all post-communist countries, which at the time caused
several problems, especially in some of the former Soviet Republics (KovaĀ, &
KovaĀ Šebart, 2005, pp. 80, 86). However, this change was beneÞcial after all, as
it simpliÞed the editorial and publishing process by avoiding a great amount of
administrative steps. This resulted in faster publishing, with lower costs. Another
resemblance between the two school systems lies in the fact that both of them
practice ofÞcial textbook approval in order to avoid mass printing of low-quality
school books (KovaĀ, & KovaĀ Šebart, 2005, pp. 96ï98).
On the other hand, Slovenian and Polish textbook markets differ in many
ways. With the total of 6,878,237 pupils (statistics from 2002) (Education in Poland
Statistics, 2002), enrolled in primary or secondary level of formal educational programmes, Poland has a signiÞcantly bigger audience than Slovenia, where the
number of 304,672 pupils in 2002 was more than 22-times lower (Slovenian Education facts and Þgures, 2002).
The size of the market has a great inßuence not only on retail prices of textbooks, but also on the quality in terms of technical equipment and content. As the
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setup of a printing machine is relatively more expensive than printing itself, lower
retail price is much more expected on larger textbook markets (KovaĀ, & KovaĀ
Šebart, 2005, pp. 82ï83). In an effort to lower the prices for school books, Slovenia has established a mechanism of the state textbook fund (Navodila za upravljanje uĀbeniških skladov [The directions for handling of the state textbook fund]),
by which textbooks are bought by the school and then lent to their users. In this
regard, Poland went another step forward with the “Digital School” programme
which aims to enable free digital textbooks, approved by the Polish government
(ģliwowski, & Grodecka, 2013)7. This project has only resulted in one ministry
approved free e-textbook so far (Lorek & Wollman, 2014).
Finally, the quality of textbooks in general contributes also to the efÞciency
of the formal educational system. In this regard, Polish elementary and secondary school students, who in the Program for International Student Assessment (PISA)
were in the average of OECD countries until 2006, reached even better, aboveaverage results, in 2012 (Polish Student performance: PISA 2012). Compared with
Slovenian students of the same education-level (Slovenia Student performance:
2012), they have shown greater competency in all three categories: performance in
reading, mathematics and science literacy (table 1). Polish school books can therefore represent a good example for Slovenian textbook writers.
Table 1. The results of PISA 2012 in Slovenia and Poland
15-year

performance in

old
students
Slovenia
Poland

reading (points)
481
518

mathematics (points)

(points)

OECD average:
496

science literacy

501
518

OECD average:
494

514
526

OECD
average: 501

Source: PISA 2012. OfÞcial website of OECD. Retrieved January 16, 2014 from: http://www.oecd.org/

The comparison of the Slovenian and Polish art
history textbooks from the Slovenian point of view
The following chapter deals with the concrete comparison of the Slovenian and
the two Polish textbooks. It begins with the aspect of authorship, where some analyses about the professional background and the question of working by oneself/
collaborating are made. Further comparisons deal with the didactic structure of
the discussed schoolbooks: the general organisation of the content and the presence of individual didactic phases that round up the learning cycle.

Authorship
In the last Þfty years, only two Slovenian ofÞcially certiÞcated art history textbooks for secondary schools have been published: Janez Hößer’s Basics of the Fine
Arts (Osnove likovne umetnosti, Þrst edition in 1977) and Nataša Golob’s Art History
7

For more information about the »Cyfrowa Szkoãa« [»Digital School«] programme, see: ģliwowski,
& Grodecka (2013).
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(Umetnostna zgodovina, Þrst edition in 2003), among which the latter is still being
regularly used in the teaching process and is therefore most suitable for didactic
analysis. For analysis the 2010 edition was used. Polish high school students have
a better selection of printed art history textbooks, so we have deliberately focused
on Jolanta Gumula’s In this Whole Art (W tym caãa sztuka, edition from 2009) and
Beata Marcinkowska & Lidia Frydzięska-ģwiĈtczak’s The Land of Art (Kraina sztuki,
edition from 2010).
We can see signiÞcant differences in terms of the authorship. Both of the Slovenian writers are academics8, while authors of selected Polish textbooks, with
the exception of Beata Marcinkowska, come from the ranks of those involved in
the teaching processes within the lower levels of formal education and museum
pedagogy. They have the advantage of direct contact with the age group of pupils
and students that are also the target audience of all discussed textbooks. The professional background of the authors could be coincidental but according to Miha
KovaĀ and Mojca KovaĀ Šebart (2005, pp. 96ï97, cf. KovaĀ, & KovaĀ Šebart, 2004,
pp. 22ï23), there is a signiÞcant correlation between textbook authors’ position
in educational hierarchy and the level of established democratic principles in the
country in question. Socialism promoted the idea of the one and only truth regarding basic social and political issues and argued a single path towards it. It is
obvious that no one is more competent to chart that course than university professors (KovaĀ, & KovaĀ Šebart, 2005, p. 96). On the other hand, the western democracy has allowed various mindsets and consequently multiple ways of accomplishing learning aspirations, so textbooks could be written by experts who deal with
the transmission of knowledge to this particular audience on a daily basis (KovaĀ,
& KovaĀ Šebart, 2005, p. 96).
It is difÞcult to say why Slovenian primary and secondary art history school
teachers lack the motivation to write textbooks but this situation is certainly related to the fact that the textbook publishing market in Slovenia does not stimulate
the multiplicity of art history school books, since the circle of readers is too small
to ensure Þnancial success to publishing houses. In such case, the choice of authors
with academic careers is more likely a consequence of the described situation: if
there is enough space for only a few coexisting textbooks on the market, their
authors should be carefully selected. From this point of view, the academic degree
functions as a quality assurance.
The problem of the future authorship of art history schoolbooks in Slovenia
can be solved by establishing a team of several writers. Such a team would more
easily guarantee the objectivity and scientiÞc credibility and could at the same
time provoke interdisciplinary collaboration among various branches within the
art history Þeld, such as didactics, iconography, archaeology, contemporary art
practices, conservation and restoration, etc.

8

In the case of textbook by N. Golob, it is necessary to add that according to the author, she was
all the time confronted by corrections, expressed by two prominent professors from secondary
schools, i.e. Alenka Puschner and Olga PauliĀ; the text was – prior the publication in 2003 –
discussed and acclaimed by group of some 40 teachers in various Slovenian secondary schools.
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Building a content framework
The organisation of a textbook structure should primarily follow the curriculum, which is a macro-articulation of the learning content while the textbook is its
micro-articulation (Skela, 2008, p. 1; cf. KovaĀ, & KovaĀ Šebart, 2005, p. 25). Due
to its historical characterization, art history is prone to linear chronological review
of art periods, styles and phenomena. Each chapter usually consists of explanations of the basic terms, followed by a description of the historical background, an
explanation of the characteristics of architecture, sculpture and painting and concludes with the analyses of several crucial art works. The sections regarding Greek
and Roman Antiquity, Middle Ages, Renaissance, Baroque etc. are introduced by
a preliminary chapter which deals with the deÞnition of Visual and Fine Arts,
clariÞes the elementary terminology and sets the basic classiÞcation.
Because the paradigm of school lessons recently tends to turn from the transmission model towards the cognitive-constructivist model of knowledge transfer
(cf. StrmĀnik, 2010, pp. 65–76), and from the asymmetric towards symmetric communication (StrmĀnik, 2001, pp. 111–112), the traditional successive content structure is legitimately called into question. Comprehension of the entire art history
timeline demands absorbing a great number of facts, which are useless without a
presentation in a wider context. If the teacher (or a student studying individually)
tends to do that for each art period, style or artist, he runs out of time, so he is
forced to omit an in-depth discussion in order to keep the volume still manageable
(cf. KovaĀ & KovaĀ Šebart, 2005, pp. 23–26).
The other possibility is to divide the learning content to autonomous conceptual cores, by which we can eliminate the information ballast and focus on the true
understanding as a shift from the concrete to abstract level of comprehension (cf.
KovaĀ & KovaĀ Šebart, 2005, pp. 23–26).
Despite crucial changes on the didactic aspect, all discussed textbooks basically still hold to the chronological manner of teaching and learning. In the case of
the Slovenian Nataša Golob’s textbook, the reason lies in the fact that it has been
designed for several different educational programmes that signiÞcantly differ in
duration and difÞculty. Not all of them have the curricula that allow reduction of
the content to a few focal points, so the textbook has to follow a prescribed linear
chronological layout. Without any doubt, textbooks designed for speciÞc needs
and demands of a particular educational programme and its curriculum would
make the decision between a chronological and thematic layout much easier.
Due to a very similar format and font, we can compare the volume of textbooks
by the number of pages. N. Golob’s textbook is the most extensive one, but has the
most proportionate content structure. B. Marcinkowska & L. Frydzinska-ģwiĈtczak’s textbook is slightly thinner, but lacks introductory chapters dealing with
the general art historical terminology. Considering the psychological effect and
the didactic tendency to reduce the data-ballast, the most appropriate would be J.
Gumula’s schoolbook, which is also the shortest. Unfortunately, this quality relates to unavoidable structural simpliÞcations, since there is no additional didactic
material and no space for widening or deepening of knowledge, derived from the
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core text, or critical discussion. Then again, the discussed textbook is designed for
the Þrst three grades of lower secondary school (approximate age 14ï16) and N.
Golob’s book is, due to the prescription by Ministry for Education, aimed at several study programmes, among them for students in the fourth grade of Slovenian
gymnasium (approximate age 18)9.
Table 2: The comparison of a content structure
Number of pages
Introductory chapters

The sequence
of Art Periods

Golob

Average number of reproductions per
page (without
timelines)
1,3

66 (31%)

93 (43%)

Gumula

2,3

31 (24%)

64 (50%)

Marcinkowska
&
FrydzięskaģwiĈtczak

2,0

2 (1%)

182 (89%)

Textbooks
(by authors)

Additional
chapters
14 (7%):
timelines,
indexes, references and
additional
literature
(0%): extra
material
(timeline),
workbook
12 (6%):
vocabulary,
maps, workbook

Total

215

128

204

Source: Golob, 2010, Gumula, 2009, Marcinkowska & FrydziĔska-ĝwiątczak, 2010.

The informative and transformative value of a textbook is signiÞcantly determined also by illustrations and other graphic supplements that at the same time
evoke emotional charge towards the learning content (Maliþ, 1986, p. 92 and Maliþ,
1992, pp. 38–39, cf. Poljak, 1983, p. 54)10. The nature of art history itself calls for the
need of large and numerous artwork images that represent the primary learning
source, and the texts become useless without them. This leads to larger formats
and calls for paper of higher quality but consequently causes a higher price and a
heavier satchel (cf. Poljak, 1983, p. 54, as cited in: Maliþ, 1992, p. 39).
A simple calculation shows that both of the Polish textbooks in average contain
at least two reproductions of art works per page which is noticeably more than the
Slovenian one with an average of only 1,3 images. In addition to that, the images
in the Slovenian schoolbook are somewhat smaller. The retail prices of textbooks
also differ signiÞcantly. While in Slovenia the students have to pay €16.90 for the
textbook (unless they borrow it from a textbook fund), the discussed Polish text9

10

This textbook followed the prescription of fulÞlling the necessity for art-history courses in
general and classical gymnasium as well as technical schools (various professional types) on
secondary level.
For graphic design of textbooks see: Poljak (1983, pp. 53–71) and Maliþ (1986, pp. 91–106).
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books are provided at a reasonable prices which vary from 14.90 zã (€3.50) to 30,88
zã (€7.40), not to mention the newest free e-extbook for elementary schools (Lorek
& Wollman, 2014).

The analysis of didactic phases
within the individual chapters
Almost all experts dealing with the theory of didactic creation and modiÞcation of textbook material emphasize the importance of incorporation of all didactic
phases that constitute the educational course, or at least of their speciÞc elements:
the introduction of a new topic, the discussion, the training and repetition and
Þnally the examination and grading of knowledge (cf. StrmĀnik, 1975, 5/6, pp.
181–187; Poljak, 1983, p. 22; Milekšiþ, 1992, p. 29; Maliþ, 1986, p. 71). The cycle of
these phases can be performed at varying pace and on different degrees of interweaving (Poljak, 1983, pp. 31–32). In the following captions, we will try to determine the presence, extent and forms of inclusion of each didactic phase in their
natural sequence of progression.
Every chapter usually begins with The Introduction, which has three main purposes: it tests previous knowledge of the current topic, introduces the content and learning objectives, and motivates. At this point, teachers mostly use some other teaching
aids rather than the textbook itself, as they are acquainted with the students’ learning habits and personalities as well as the curricula of other school subjects. Some
short teacher’s questions or tasks utterly sufÞce to get an approximate image of the
previous knowledge but we cannot forget that a textbook is also used as the main
aid for individual study at home (cf. KovaĀ, & KovaĀ Šebart, 2005, p. 20). For that
reason, the textbook should contain questions, tasks, exercises or/and directives for
activities, designed for the revision of the knowledge that is a prerequisite for further
study. J. Gumula’s and B. Marcinkowska & L. Frydzięska-ģwiĈtczak’s textbooks do
not include any such elements, while N. Golob, in a form of short questions or tasks
on the outer margin, explicitly directs readers to revise their knowledge from other
subjects, especially history, literature and general knowledge11.
The motivational aspect that establishes and maintains student’s interest for a
particular topic, can be expressed in a form of short facts that are surprising, astonishing or even controversial and consequently raise his attention in a very short
time: notes in the sense of “did you know,” short anecdotes from artists’ lives or
picturesque descriptions of historical events. We can Þnd this kind of information
in all of the discussed textbooks and they complement the core text on almost
every page. N. Gumula titles these boxes with “Did you know?”, B. Marcinkowska & L. Frydzięska-ģwiĈtczak with “Interesting”, while N. Golob uses no explicit
title but indicates the nature of this content by graphical means.
The discussion of new topics is the core phase of learning and teaching and by that
also represents the majority of the textbook content. Beside logical, transparent and
11

The chapter Aegean Art, for example, includes the task: “Revise your knowledge about literature:
in which of the Greek epic poems can you Þnd Agamemnon and who else had fought by his side
in front of the Trojan walls?” (Golob, 2010, p. 82).
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evident systematization of particulars that lead to more abstract generalizations
(Poljak, 1983, pp. 24–25)12, it is also crucial to consider the basic principles of an inner
differentiation and individualization (cf. Kalin, 2006, p. 79)13. The content and didactic differentiation is obtained by structuring the text into chapters, different levels of
subchapters and paragraphs in all three textbooks. According to the judgement of a
teacher, they can function as basic study material or additional texts that expand as
well as deepen the basic knowledge (cf. Kalin, 2006, pp. 81–82).
Especially the most demanding topics call for more than one presentation or
explanation, written from different points of view but volume limitations make
that effort impossible for each individual topic. Polish authors tend to solve this
problem by rich illustrative material, in a sense that a multitude of art pieces speaks
for itself and offers different aspects of a discussed art period. N. Golob goes a step
further and adds written analyses of individual works of art, where these aspects
are also clearly articulated by putting them into a wider social context.
The following didactic phases correspond to the stage of the learning period at
which the student has already become familiar with the topic and wishes to revise,
consolidate and examine his knowledge. The repetition of facts is incorporated in
the entire text by writing the most important words (terms, names etc.) in bold font
in all of the discussed textbooks. In B. Marcinkowska & L. Frydzięska-ģwiĈtczak’s
textbook, each chapter is followed by a subchapter, entitled Issues from the world of
art with a short summary and the key facts. There are also questions and tasks for
individual study, some suggestions for creative activities in the classroom and at
the end a terminological vocabulary. The other two textbooks conÞne to several
less didactic items: J. Gumula uses comprehension questions and a general timeline of all Art Periods, while N. Golob provides a mind map of the discussed topic
and, at the end of the textbook, timelines and additional literature.

Conclusions and perspectives
The current situation of art history in Slovenia regarding its position in the formal
educational system confronts the rapid enforcement of the new visual media and
communication technology. That clearly asserts the need for new didactic material,
especially textbooks that would reconsider the priorities in the transmission of the
learning contents by taking into account the latest didactic theories and the constantly changing educational role of art history as a school subject.
The comparison of two Polish art history textbooks with the Slovenian one
shows some important differences which correlate with the size of textbook markets in these two countries. Firstly, the Polish teachers, compared to their Slovenian colleges, have more options in adapting the learning sources to their own
autonomous way of teaching on account of the greater variety of selection of schoolbooks that are also far more affordable or even freely accessible online. They
include a higher number of artworks, reproduced in larger formats, which ensures
12

13

The decomposition of text to smaller and smaller parts follows the didactic concept of short
learning steps (StrmĀnik, 1975, 5/6, p. 185).
For the discussion on different types of differentiation, see StrmĀnik (1999) and Kalin (2006).
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reliable visual information. Accompanying workbooks containing various exercises, extend the possibilities of different didactic approaches, inner-differentiation
and individualisation of the learning process. At the same time, they are speciÞcally designed for one educational programme and so their content is more easily
adapted to the age and capability of the particular students.
On the other hand, the Slovenian textbook is the most extensive one and its proportion of text to images goes in favour of written explanations. In regard to chronological approach, it offers a balanced content structure, as a great part of the volume
establishes key concepts and classiÞes visual arts in general. It also offers additional
texts in a form of individual artwork analyses. They not only support the explanation in the main text but also incorporate new, sometimes even different aspects on
the discussed topic, which is highly necessary for the shift from the concrete to the
abstract level of understanding. While it does have some useful extra materials, such
as mind maps and timelines, it unfortunately lacks some additional exercises, which
would be especially welcome due to the absence of an accompanying workbook.
In line with these Þndings, the future Slovenian art history textbooks should
be written for one particular educational programme, which would enable the
reduction of the main text and make space for larger artwork reproductions and
the rest of the didactic apparatus, such as questions, short tasks, exercises and propositions for activities in the classroom. Designing an additional workbook would
be an even better option.
All these requests confront the situation on the Slovenian textbook market that
does not provide enough space for more than one art history textbook, let alone
for serious competition. In order to approach the Polish textbook writing and
publishing strategy, the proper school politics in Slovenia would have to compensate the deÞciency of the market and ensure a wider selection of schoolbooks. In
this case, the authors could focus on one speciÞc circle of the target audience and
more successfully meet the didactic objectives, set in the school subjects’ curricula.
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